THE ROLE OF THE INTEGRATED CONSERVATION OF CULTURAL HERITAGE
FOR A CREATIVE, RESILIENT AND SUSTAINABLE CITY

3rd September
University of Naples “Federico II”, Congress Center, via Partenope 36

9.00-11.00 Registration
10.00-11.00 Welcome
Massimo Marrelli Rector of the University Federico II, Naples
Gustavo Araoz President of ICOMOS International
Benjamin Mouton Vice President of ICOMOS International
Maurizio Di Stefano President of ICOMOS Italia

11.00-11.30 Presentations
11.30-12.30 Francesco Bandarin Vice General Director of UNESCO for Culture
The historic urban landscape in the local development.
David Throsby Macquarie University, Sydney
The role of the culture in the economic urban development.
12.30-13.30 Luigi Fusco Girard President of ICOMOS, ISCEC
Sofigl Averignou Kolonias President of ICOMOS, CIVVII
Gideon Koren President of ICOMOS, ICLAFI
Jean Louis Luxen Catholic University of Louvain, EuroMed

13.30 Light Lunch
15.30-17.30 Mario Rusciano University Federico I, Naples - President of Social and Human Pole
Historic cultural landscape as Common Heritage Good.
Marilena Vezzo Eranim University, Rotterdam
Cultural economy and urban heritage.
A. Gomez Ferrer Bayo ICOMOS and CIVVII Honorary Member
Le Quartier du “Catalaun” à Valenciennes, Rupture et développement vers la conservation et régénération. Une question ouverte.
Teresa Colletta General Secretary ICOMOS Italia
Multilayered Mediterranean Port Towns and historical cultural landscape. Integrated conservation strategies.
Luigi De Falco Town Council, Naples - City planning Department Director
New directions for Naples UNESCO Historical centre.

Papers and Discussions

4th September
Faculty of Engineering
Aula Bobbili, Piazzale Tecchio 80

9.00-10.00 Registration and Presentations
10.00-11.30 Luigi Fusco Girard University Federico II, Naples
Aldo Aveta University Federico II, Naples
Rosa Anna Genovesi University Federico II, Naples
Christian Ost ICH/EC Brussels Management School (to be confirmed)
11.30-12.30 Discussion
12.30-13.30 Christfer Gustafsson IULM, Milan
Patrizia Riganti University of Nottingham

4th September
Faculty of Architecture, Aula Magna
ex Church of San Demetrio e Bonifacio,
Piazzetta Teodorico Monticelli 3

9.00-10.00 Registration
10.00-11.00 Presentations
Sofigl Averignou Kolonias President of ICOMOS, CIVVII
Teresa Colletta General Secretary ICOMOS Italia
11.00-13.00
Vladimir Krogino ICOMOS Russia
Helen Maistrou ICOMOS Greece
Samir Abdulac ICOMOS Franca
Danuta Klosek ICOMOS Polonia
Agnieszka Kiera ICOMOS Australia
13.30 Lunch
15.00-17.30 Faik Béjaoui ICOMOS Tunisia
Pierre Lacoste Europa Nostra
Olga Seyan ICOMOS Russia
Yuichi Fukukawa ICOMOS Giappone
Saleh Lamei ICOMOS Egito

Discussion

5th September
Side Event of the “World Urban Forum” UN-Habitat
Mostra d’Oltremare, Fuorigrotta
Room n.4, Side Event n.14

ICOMOS at World Urban Forum
12.00-13.30
Gustavo Araoz President of ICOMOS International
Benjamin Mouton Vice President of ICOMOS International
Francesco Bandarin Vice General Director of UNESCO for Culture
David Throsby Macquarie University, Sydney (to be confirmed)
Sofigl Averignou Kolonias President of ICOMOS, CIVVII
Gideon Koren President of ICOMOS, ICLAFI

Moderator:
Luigi Fusco Girard President of ICOMOS, ISCEC - University Federico II, Naples